












UNIQUE GEMS

2013

Site-specific installation : photographs, marble, mirror, stone, glass.

Aqua rosae 100% natura : spring water, rose petals, crystal. 

For about 3 years I’ve been searching elements and spirit of water, developing a study 
based on the observation and the reaction of this element. My work starts with an 
intuitive test then developed in phases: including the study of matters and the sensory 
perception.The second path is about the realization of an installation  for the public 
to experience and taste the art-work. Unique gems is the union of spring water, rose 
petals cultivated by myself and crystals found in association with a mineralogist.

The realization of this extract is understood as personal performance. 
Handmade in 6 pieces each one.



If nature search you.

six essences hand treated.



BISECT
2012

Site-specific interactive installation:

wooden platform, 2 aluminum tank ( heated water 30˚ / water of the stream Leno 6˚ ), heating 
pump, filter pump, light bulbs, stones, video projection on walls, stereo audio.

 

With an action of mapping the territory – through interviews, cataloging of sounds and retrieval 
of images around the Vallarsa – the artist / performer has embarked on a journey (real and spi-
ritual) along the river Leno in search of the springs. The experience of the work is performative, 
where the artist disappears and remains only an installation within which the action is carried out 
by the public. At the viewer is asked to physically enter the work: the sensory pathway summari-
zes the experience in the formula, water = renewal. A mapping of the human presence that mo-
ves in the space, will affect the surrounding sound environment according to some techniques 
used by interactive art, thanks to the collaboration of the artist Alessandro Calesso.



installation view, public performance  [Opificio delle Idee, Rovereto TN, 2012]



CON TUTTE LE COSE CHE DOBBIAMO FARE DENTRO

2013

Sensitive environment :
butterfly house, ash wood, 60x55x13 cm
butterfly houses, wood pallet, video projection  in 30mq

 

In chaos theory, the butterfly effect is the sensitive dependency 

on initial conditions in which a small change at one place in a deterministic 

nonlinear system can result in large differences in a later state.

Look from the inside, breathe from the outside, feel from the inside-out.

.1 cibachrome on aluminum,100x70cm



.2 installation view  [Sartoria Creativa, Torino, 2013] .4 concrete sculpture, 80x20x20cm 

.3 poetry on marble, variable dimension

.5 MDF pedestals with internal speakers, 3 tracks in loop, stereo sound, variable dimensions



INFINITU

2012

Site-specific installation, photography, collection of objects, performance.

 

“  L’infinito è il sempre nuovo  “

This is the stories of performance that is infinite larger of a real object.

There is no difference between an infinite (no beginning, no end) and a beginning endless. 

.1 color photography, found object, 100x70cm



.2 b/w photography, collage on black paper, 120x80cm .3  various objects, photos, variable dimension 



.4 Infinitu_Behind the main object of contemplation, performance, 36 minutes circa  [County Donegal, Ireland, 2012]



Matteo Vinti

As best you want to read

2012

Chromogenic Print 
Optional size

A personal library is selection, growth, interest in object's study and attitude of mysteries.



0. Over tape /  Tape over.



1. Idea of perfection.



2. Idea of perfection.



3. Idea of perfection with metal rings.



4. Idea of perfection with metal rings.



5. Idea of perfection with rusted metal and mud.



6. Idea of perfection with rusted metal and mud.



7. White like silence.



8. White like silence.



9. White like silence and a gift full of courage.



10. White like silence and a gift full of courage. 



11. Blood and veins.



12. Blood and veins.



13. Blood and veins at any hours.



14. Blood, alarm and veins at any hours.



15. Such as greetings.



16. Such as greetings.



17. Filmed.



18. Filmed.



19. In the wood, always.



20. In the wood, always.



19. Always Mountain.



20. Always Mountain.



21. Always making mistakes.



22. Always making mistakes.



23. Bookworm.



24. Bookworm.



23. My dear.



24. My dear.



25. Under control.



26. Under control.



27. Life to flow to.



28. Life to flow to.



29. Espresso.



30. Espresso.



31. Naked and famous.



32.. Naked and famous.



32. Togheter.



33. Togheter.



34. Young the giant.



35. Young the giant.



36. More centuries.



37. More centuries.



38. Variazione sul tema.



39. Variazione sul tema.



40. A bed for the night.



 41. A bed for the night.



42. Grandfather. 



42. Grandfather. 



POESIA DEL SILENZIO

2012

site-specific audio installation, variable dimension 

The silence 

between us

is a vocal understanding 

In an empty space, a complementary sound tells the poem: the echo to be a witness.

Poesia del silenzio, prints on paper, audiobook, 42 minutes



installation view  [Sartoria Creativa, Torino, 2013] https://soundcloud.com/matteovinti/sets/poesia-del-silenzio



Naked object

2011
C-Print

porcelain and plastic



ceramic and silver



bowl and porcelain



 

porcelain and gravy boat 



fruit bowl and silver



broken and glass



glass and vase



Achrome

2011

Digital processing
Archival Inkjet print on transparent-translucent paper
Ambivalent image
Dimension 10x15 cm

The Achromatic surface are areas of isolation, total space open on white meanings; 
    and the reproduction of the reality is tautological. The bodies become landscapes, 

the landscapes become details, details become experience.

Achrome 0 
Experience



Achrome 2 
Relate to water



Achrome 1
 Credimi



Acqua-Rima

2010

B&W, 2 minutes circa
Video projection on glass- mounted on a black slate
Directional sound

                          
                                   Video-Poetry dedicate to the beauty of water: soul mineralize. 

                                                            



It's my party 
3 2 2012 

2012

video HD, colore, 1 minuto
Suono stereo

http://vimeo.com/36172559

Video presented for the 24 h performance of  Terence Koh  "Lightning Striking at Both Ends of a Thought"

http://vimeo.com/36172559


Silence of the Bees

2011

video HD color, 3 minutes
directional sound
installation: table, red cloth, red apples

Albert Einstein said; “if the bee disappeared off the surface of the globe then man would 
only have four years of life left. No more bees, no more pollination, no more plants, no 
more animals, no more man.”



Self-portrait as Margaret E. Knight color photography, paper bags, 2014
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